DiaCom Corporation Embarks upon the
Largest Expansion in Company history
December 29, 2021 –
DiaCom Corporation is pleased to announce the largest and most aggressive expansion
in our company history. The expansion includes the purchase and installation of 12
brand new molding presses of various sizes and tonnages, multiple trim presses, and
several other pieces of new plant equipment. The expansion also doubles the size of
our Plant 2 facility. The new equipment, in addition to two new 1200-ton (48”x 48”)
150-ton presses installed recently, will put us in the best possible position to facilitate
our customers’ growing needs moving forward.
Included in the Diacom 2022 expansion plans, is installation of a new, dedicated clean
room in Plant 2 to aid in the manufacturing of critical medical parts in partnership
with key medical equipment manufacturers of heart pumps, kidney dialysis machines,
ventilators, respirators, and other
vital equipment. (Our project engineers routinely work closely with these
customers to transform applications into fully functioning prototypes, and
ultimately, into production parts.) Our experience and background allow us
to cost-effectively provide diaphragms that regularly exceed our customers’
expectations.
DiaCom Corporation takes pride in our ability to manufacture industryleading diaphragms, gaskets, and seals. We look forward to your inquiries
and can be reached on our website at: www.diacom.com/contact-us.

Diaphragm Design & Manufacturing Leader
DiaCom Corporation, an ISO 9001 and AS9100 certified company, is a recognized leader in the design, manufacture
and application of innovative, high performance molded diaphragm seals. DiaCom serves a variety of markets worldwide including industrial, automotive, aerospace, food processing, water control and conservation, medical instrumentation, appliances and others. DiaCom offers state-of-the-art diaphragms designed for cost effectiveness, ease of
installation, durability and high performance characteristics.
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